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General purpose WEB applications, based on AIS 



Operational Connection to outside databases  

and applications 

& VoIP 



AIS Port Solution for ports of all sizes 



Marine Life Protection 

Solutions 

Using the facilities of the MEMO platform, 

we can  

1. define an area (Line, Circle, Polygon) 

around the physical area of interest 

2. Notify all ships approaching this are 

that are close  to protected waters for 

marine life. 

3. The system can provide us with full 

written report about the ships violating 

the area limits, with ships details, time, 

speed, etc 

4. In some cases the system can also 

inform by SMS up to r different cell 

phones of the incident 

Protection area (example) 

0,5 NM around of an island  



Meteorological WEB Applications 

The original data are from : NOAA -  (USA) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

The meteorological data can be transferred to ECDIS systems on 
board  of all ships in the area, and not only 
 
 Wind=  Direction and strength  

 Wave =  Height and direction 

 Temperatures = 1 meter over the sea level 



International seismological Forum  



AIS Maritime Domain Intelligence Solution 

Model to detect statistically which ship is  

the most probable to pollute the sea 



Oil Spills Detection  

We are developing  a “background” WEB application, monitoring oil spills around oil platforms, 

ports and along coastal lines, providing an early warning of possible oil spills pollution happening 

– Mathematical models and trajectory algorithms  with the help of  local weather  information are 

going to make this detection very realistic and visible 



AIS Environmental Health Protection Solution 

A vessel speed reduction program requesting vessels to slow from 20-25 knots to 12 

knots at a distance of 20 nautical miles from port could reduce emissions from vessels 

up to 80%. 



Ships, 
Operators, 
Ports and AIS 
info on a 
multilingual 
platform 

Containers’ Lines 



From 70 different countries using our TERCONMED WEB application (under data 

base & the VTS platform) 


